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Breaking
Borders
arc speaks to teamLab about its quest to
transcend boundaries of perception
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Grand Getaway
When illuminating The Newt, a newly-renovated country estate
in Somerset, Illumination Works called on fixtures from Lucifer
Lighting to help create a unified aesthetic across the property.

T

he Newt in Somerset, UK – named

from USA-based Lucifer Lighting Company, whose

estate – is an all-encompassing oasis

including: the spa, barn, hotel, guest rooms and

after the amphibians that live on the
featuring expansive gardens, a hotel

spa and restaurants.

Karen Roos, a former Editor-in-Chief at Elle Décor
South Africa, revived the 1689 British estate with

her husband, with the estate officially re-opening
to the public in 2019.

The restored Georgian-style county estate

celebrates design traditions of the past, while being
infused with modern amenities and comforts. Chad
Rains, Founder and Creative Director of Londonbased Illumination Works, was the only lighting

designer on the project, and was tasked with the

challenge of cohesively intertwining spaces created
by five different architects.

Over a four-year period, Rains worked with several
manufacturers, but predominantly used fixtures

luminaires are featured throughout the grounds,
Green House.

Using Lucifer Lighting’s minimalist fittings helped
to unify the aesthetic across the property, working

with the different architects’ creations. Rains cited
the “detailing, continuity and fixture scale” as key

reasons that he was attracted to Lucifer’s products.
The estate dates back to the 17th century, and
features man vaulted ceilings. Rains said:

“Whenever there was a vaulted ceiling, we used

Lucifer Lighting, because it carried the light down.”
He added that the metal finish on the Lucifer

Lighting Cylinders captured the aura of brown

wood, without the need to add a colour finish on
the lighting fixture itself.

www.luciferlighting.com
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